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European Filter Solutions Ltd replacement filter elements meet or exceed Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) filter specifications and performance standards. We offer high quality cost effective replacements as well as original filter elements. We can also custom design and manufacture elements to manufacturers specifications.

Unlike other filter manufacturers or suppliers we are able to offer your own name/part number branded on the elements, based on extremely low quantities at no extra cost.

The EFS-O³ is a patented ozone generator which uses ozone to kill bacteria in metalworking fluids

- Safe to use on a wide range of manufacturers fluids
- Low operating costs
- No consumables
- Does not harm equipment or operators
- System for removal of off-gas

The C-Thru Separator is a unique, patented unit designed to remove tramp oil and solid contamination from coolants and cleaners throughout the metalworking and pre-treatment industries.

**Benefits**

- Extended fluid life
- 10 times more efficient than belt, disk or rope skimmer
- Reduced waste disposal
- Increased tool life
- Simple and quick installation using magnetic base
- No consumables
- Compact
- No floor space utilised
- Easy to clean
- Patented, transparent design

**Types of Filters**

- Filter Assemblies
- Last Chance Filters
- In-Tank Filters
- Water Removal Filters
- Bag Filters
- Suction Filters
- Strainers
- Stainless Steel Mesh Elements
- Sintered Mesh Element

- Stainless Steel Filter Assemblies
- Plastic Housings
- Depth Filters
- Surface Filters
- Bag Filters
- Duplex Filters
- Water Purification
- Sterile Filters
- Liquid Filtration

- Cartridge Filters
- Bag Filters/Sock Filters
- Fume Collectors
- Oil Mist Filters
- Dust Extraction Units
- Fume Extraction Units

- Panel Filters
- Media Pads and Rolls
- Carbon Filters
- Bag Filters
- Gas Turbine Filters
- Medical System Filters
- High Temperature Filters
- Spray Booth Media/Filters
- Hepa Filters

- Pre Filters
- After Filters
- Oil/Water Separators
- Air Filters
- Carbon Filters
- Coalescer

- Stainless Steel Mesh
- Stainless Steel Fibre
- Sintered Powder